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Charlie Calvert s Delphi 4 Unleashed is an all-new edition written by one of the most well-known

developers in the Delphi community. This advanced reference will provide programmers with the

information they need to build high-end Delphi applications and components compatible with

ActiveX and Java. Calvert will bring the newest technologies and features of Delphi into focus and

show programmers how to utilize them. Some features will include: Building and integrating

components with Java, Active X, etc. Internet enabling applications and components? Internet and

Intranet applications and enabling Delphi s Multi-tier Distributed Applications Services Suite

(MIDAS) and how it works with Delphi Client/server architecture and enterprise wide development

Note: Content for the book and CD will be all new.Charlie Calvert s Delphi 4 Unleashed is a

complete high-end reference for programmers and developers in Delphi.Charlie Calvert is

well-known and well-respected in the Borland and Delphi communities.This book will tell

programmers what the manuals don t- and how to make Delphi 4 really work for them.
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OK, tell the truth now - how many computer books do you have on your bookshelf that you DON'T

read? I mean perfectly good books that are for some reason almost perfectly useless?Charlie

Calvert may not write the most spartan and pointed reference books, but he does offer carefully



written prose that many enjoy reading, and hence will read. What is more useful? a detailed and

encyclopedic reference, that tries to beat the on-line help and manuals (and whose index you

search in vain twice a year), or something that you will *actually read*, savor, and might remember a

bit of?The truth of the matter is that no single book on any programming environment can cover it

all, but if you are a pretty hip Delphi user, and you know you don't know everything, you will enjoy a

slow read of Calvert's book, a chapter here and there, with an iced tea in the shade this summer,

and find out why Charlie is so well-liked. He comes across like the older programmer that will show

you a trick or two about the craft.There are some down sides to this 1100 page tome. In almost all

computer books these days, the index is ridiculously underpowered, say by a factor of 4 to 1, and

Delphi 4 Unleashed is no exception. It's hard to understand why. Hey, if their indexes were better,

some of the shelfware books might be useful, like looking up an example when you're

desperate.The trend towards putting selected chapters only on the CD is unacceptable. The Adobe

Acrobat reader is an ABYSMAL program, and all this defeats the purpose of having a book. I loved

having a WHOLE book in BOTH paper and searchable Windows Help format, like Blaszczak's MFC

book, but the paper/Acrobat hybrid is a loser.
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